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Dear ladies and gentlemen,

we always have 300 – 500 immediately 
available exchange spindles in stock.  

In an acute emergency it is thus  

ensured that we can finish your machine 

and production downtime within a few 

hours. Our worldwide customer service 

ensures that your spindle is mounted 

quickly and professionally in your  

machine.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

On request, the installation and dismant-

ling, start-up takes place at your site by 

our experienced technicians.

IMMEDIATE HELP  
WITH MACHINE DOWNTIME

When quick response is vital, an  

exchange spindle from our huge spindle-

pool is  the best choice. Our spindles are 

regularly reviewed and are ready to use.  

 

Transport time to  the operation site  

will be less than a day, so that your  

production can start as soon as possible. 

At our central warehouse we provide  

you with up to 500 exchange spindles of 

different brands. Give us a call and find 

out, if we have the right spindle for you 

instead of buying an expensive new item.  

 

In this manner you save up to 60 percent 

compared to the price of a new spindle.

EXCHANGE SPINDLES 

FROM SPINDLE STOP TO SPINDELSHOP

EGIN-HEINISCH GMBH & CO. KG I HENSCHELSTRAßE 8 I 34311 NAUMBURG

To whom it may concern

Michael Henson
Customer Service

+49 5625 9210 149

+49 152 37180582

m.henson@egin-heinisch.com
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I‘ll be happy to 
support you

EMERGENCY HOTLINE: +49 5625 9210 24



HOW TO FIND YOUR  
EXCHANGE SPINDLE 

Visit us at www.spindelshop24.de and 

find the suitable exchange spindle for 

your machine type.  

 

All common machine and spindle  

manufacturers, from Alzmetall to Weiss 

GmbH, are at your disposal. Use the 

filter function to select the information 

suitable for your machine and receive the 

selection of the compatible spindle.  

 

Our support team will be happy to  

support you in a live chat or by phone  

at +49 5625 9210 24.

+49 5625 9210 24
www.spindelshop24.de
 

Daily 6-22 o‘clock  

consultation and customer service

Your Spindelshop24.de
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Simply select your exchange spindle 
and order it conveniently online


